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STORYLINE

In the year 2183, the E.U. calls for volunteers to 
colonize Titan, Jupiter’s most hospitable moon. 
This is the first colonization attempt since a 
disastrous trip to Titan 40 years ago, where all 
communications with the crew cut, leaving  
their fate unknown.  

By now, humanity has conquered most of the 
inner solar system. The most privileged live 
lives of luxury on the Moon and Mars. For those 
unable to immigrate, Earth is a near-unlivable 
place; body-suits are required to survive the 
poisonous air outside the city-domes. 

An apocalyptic cult called the New Faith 
Movement answers the call. The group’s 
adherents believe that mankind has strayed 
far away from God’s light. To be saved when  
Judgement Day comes, members must live  
by a strict code of conduct. The group has  
come to the conclusion that to be fully free of 
sin, they must physically remove themselves  
from sinners. 
 
 
 
 

THEMES

Religion and faith in dark times

Limits of mankind’s science /

technology

The true nature of humanity  

when civilization dies

GENRE

Thriller / Sci-fi / Dystopia

TARGETED AUDIENCE

Adults 18-40 years of age

HOOK

Puritans... in space

The journey to Titan is uneventful. Yet, a  
month in, all communications with other planets 
are suddenly cut. The colonists are on their 
own. They had planned for more supplies to be 
delivered soon, but with no communication,  
the fate of the colony is unclear. 

Strange accidents and disappearances start 
plaguing the colony–there almost seems to be 
something lurking in the airless atmosphere of 
the moon. Chaos, starvation, and sin proceeds 
to run rampant.



MOODBOARD: ANIMATION

OBSERVATION (video game)
Mood + Abstract Visuals + Music

https://vimeo.com/336761574

PARIS EST À NOUS  (film)
Mood + Abstract  Visuals + Music

https://www.artofthetitle.com/title/paris-
est-a-nous/

PRINCESITA  (film)
Mood + Space  Visuals + Typography

https://www.artofthetitle.com/title/princ-
esita/



MOODBOARD: SPACE / TECH 
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6a

7a 8a 9a

2a 3a

4a

1a: Nike Throwback Future Campaign by Golgotha /  2a: NASA Image / 3a: World Geographic Atlas by Bayer / 4a: NASA Image / 5a; Illustration from Medium article “The terrifying true story of the garbage that could take out 

the human race” / 6a: Uniqlo The Future of Knits Installation by Kota Iguchi / 7a: Uniqlo Heattech Room Installation by Kota Iguchi / 8a: NASA Image / 9a: iCons of the Anthropocene by Daniella Chukwuezi



MOODBOARD: TEXTURES / SHAPES

1b: Jelly  Tail Photo by John Rix /  2b: Distractions by Diana Barta / 3b: Goodies by Ruslan Khasanov / 4b: Aspire to cleanse by Fintan Whelan / 5b: Söhne Collection by Klim Type Foundry / 6b: Tamas by Ruslan Khasa-

nov / 7b: Dice Rebranding / 8b: Birth of Venus by Patty Spyrakos / 9a: Goodies by Ruslan Khasanov
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HANDDRAWN STORYBOARD



STYLE FRAME

COLOR

TYPOGRAPHY

Monotype Grotesque

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyx

01234567890

MUSIC

Alien Worlds / Audio Network

Chosen for its tense atmo-

sphere and sci-fi stylings.

MONTAGE TYPE

Idea-Associative

VISUAL STRATEGY

The sequence will start with calm shots of the 

particles moving/pulsating. Cuts in between shots will 

be interspersed by random flashing images of other 

compositions (like in the Oblivion title sequence). Text 

will have a subtle fading-in animation, and will move 

out by going behind the particles and then fading out. 

At the climax, the shots will be shorter and shorter, 

until the music stops and the title appears.

I will be filming sequences where paint is 

manipulated with milk, oil, and soap to create 

swirling images. Then, I will take these se-

quences and apply the CC Ball Action effect  

in After Effects to create particles out of  

the imagery.



DIGITAL STORYBOARD


